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Abstract 
Based on the current solutions to the problem of energy hole, this paper proposed a 

nonuniform node distribution clustering algorithm, NNDC. Firstly, we divide the network into 
rings, and then have an analysis and calculation on nodes’ energy consumption in each ring of 

the network when clustering algorithm is applied to collect data. We also put forward a scheme 

of nonuniform node distribution on the basis of the proportion of nodes’ energy consumption 

in each ring, and change nodes’ active/hibernating states under density control mechanism 
when network coverage is guaranteed. Simulation shows NNDC algorithm can satisfyingly 

balance nodes’ energy consumption and effectively avoid the problem of energy hole. 
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1. Introduction 

Over recent years, energy hole problem [1][2][3] have become a research hotspot in wireless 

sensor networks (WSN) [4]. Sensor nodes carry out mutual communication usually by means 

of multiple hops, and some sensor nodes behaves as both data originator and data router, so the 
nodes near the sink tend to have more energy consumption because they are burdened with 

heavier relay traffic, and these areas are named as hotspots [1]. Nodes in hotspots die of energy 

exhaustion when nodes in other potions have more residual energy and eventually there forms 

some areas without sensor nodes near the sink, which is called energy hole. When energy hole 

emerges in the network, data collected by surviving nodes may not able to be sent to the sink，
when the survival period of the network ends and considerable energy which has not yet been 
used is wasted. 

If nodes are distributed uniformly, the simulation [5] show that when the network lifetime is 

over, up to 90% of the total initial energy is left unused. If some nodes exhaust their energy too 

early, that will lead to the deficiency of the original network coverage area and the failure to 
send data to the sink, which is a phenomenon called energy hole.  

Now, many researchers balance the energy consumption and prolong the network lifetime 

by adding more nodes to the areas with heavier traffic, thus creating different node densities in 
different areas. This is what is called nonuniform node distribution[6]. Stojmenovic and S. 

Olariu [7] first discussed the energy hole problem in WSN with nonuniform node distribution. 

They believe that if the node’s density of the ith ring is proportional to  1k i  , energy hole 

in the network can be avoided. k  is the optimal number in which a circular network is divided 

into rings of equal width. 

Based on the existing research, this paper proposes a nonuniform node distribution 

clustering algorithm (NNDC) to effectively avoid the energy hole problem. The main 
contributions of this paper are listed as follows: 

(1) Data are collected and transmitted by means of clustering. Different from traditional 

nonuniform clustering, NNDC divides the network into rings, each of equal width and clusters 
are limited within the ring; 

(2) This paper proposes and proves a method to calculate energy consumed by all nodes for 

one inner- and inter-cluster data processing and puts forward a nonuniform deployment 

strategy based on the energy consumption proportion in every ring. 
(3) Different rings have different node’s density, so we propose a corresponding density 

control mechanism. The network coverage is guaranteed under this condition, part of nodes 

become active nodes and the remaining are hibernating so as to save energy costs. Optimal 
cluster-radius values under different network parameters are obtained by means of simulation. 

Simulation results indicate that the proposed algorithm NNDC can effectively avoid the 

energy hole problem, decrease the dead speed of the nodes and prolong the network lifetime. 
Compared with DIRECT, LEACH and EADC, NNDC has even uniform node energy 

consumption within each network ring. Therefore, when there is dead node in the network, the 

rate of nodes’ average residual energy in different network rings is near 10%. Under different 

radius, NNDC has stable network lifetime. This superiority is particularly evident in a bigger 
network. 
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2. Related Work 

Li and Mahapatra [8] first proposed a mathematical model for the analysis of energy hole in 

wireless sensor network. But it is not discussed in the paper whether the energy hole problem 

can be avoided in WSN. Olariu and Stojmenovic [2] for the first time proved under certain 

conditions, energy hole in WSN is unavoidable. 

In order to avoid energy hole, researchers have proposed many effective methods. Some 

researchers proposed that sensor nodes use different transmission power levels to transmit data. 

Mhatre and Rosenberg [9] proposed an alternate transmission scheme between single hop and 

multiple hops. Zeng et al. [10] proposed sends part of data which are supposed to be sent to 

areas with high energy consumption to areas with lower energy consumption ahead of time, so 

as to balance the amount of data undertaking and energy consumption of nodes. Furthermore, 

nodes with lower energy consumption can send data at higher data transfer rate and nodes with 

higher energy consumption send data at lower data transfer rate, which can balance the energy 

consumption. The similar studies can be found in Song et al. [11]’s paper and so on. 

Many researches concern about how energy holes can be avoided by means of nonuniform 

distribution of nodes. In such networks with nonuniform node distribution, considering the 

network coverage problem, Soro and Heinzelman [12] proposed some good cluster head 

election techniques. Considering the node distribution, the authors in [13] proposed a 

hierarchical architecture of sensor network with cluster formation and cluster head selection 

algorithm. Yu et al. [14] proposed a cluster-based routing protocol for wireless sensor 

networks with nonuniform node distribution to avoid energy hole, which includes an 

energy-aware clustering algorithm EADC and a cluster-based routing algorithm. Because of 

the unbalanced energy depletion among nodes in the network, Lian et al. [5] explicitly propose 

the nonuniform node distribution strategy in WSN. In their strategy more nodes are added to 

those areas with heavier energy load. Wu and Chen [6] proved that if nodes in a circular WSN 

are nonuniformly distributed and continuously send data to the sink, energy hole is 

unavoidable. But if the network is divided into concentric rings of equal width, the networks 

obtain sub-optimal energy efficiency. 

Some other researchers apply non-uniform clustering algorithm to make network energy 

uniformly consumed. As different as the classical uniform clustering algorithms such as 

LEACH [15] and HEED [16], in order to avoid energy hole, some researchers focus on 

non-uniform clustering algorithm. For example, Chen et al. [17] proposed an Unequal 

Cluster-based Routing(UCR) protocol. It groups the nodes into clusters of unequal sizes. Liu 

et al. [18] proposed a strategy to avoid the energy hole problem. Employing an unequal 

cluster-radius and alternating between dormancy and work is the core idea of the strategy.  

It is a comparatively ideal scheme to adopt density control[19] to lower network energy 

consumption. Density control means that on the condition that the networks connection is 

guaranteed and the whole area is covered, some nodes are put into hibernating state. Currently, 

the research on density control is mainly focused on network coverage and connectivity so as 

to reduce network energy consumption and prolong network lifetime. For instance, Jiang and 

Sung [20] proposed a density control algorithm for WSN to keep as few as possible sensors in 

active state to achieve a connected coverage of a specific area of interest. 
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3. Network Model 

3.1 Network Model 

In this paper, we assume N sensor nodes are randomly distributed in a circular area whose 

radius is R  and all nodes are all stationary after deployment. The only sink in the network is 

located at center O. The network is divided into k rings from the inside out and each ring is of 

equal width. Nodes in the network are organized into clusters and get monitoring data 

periodically. After clusters finish data fusion, multi-hop communication between cluster heads 

is adopted to send data to the sink. Every cluster has identical radius and the range of every 

cluster is limited in one ring, satisfying the requirement that the minimum node’s density for 

network coverage is ρ. The network structure is shown in Fig. 1. 

 

O
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 iE d

 iE l
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Fig. 1. Network structure model 

From the inside out to the Rith ring in the network, draw a circle Ci centered at C with radius r, 

then draw a line from network center O and contact Ci at P1 and P2. The area for the cluster CRi 

with C being the cluster center to collect data is the fan-shaped area formed by the intersection 

of OP1 and OP2 and the Ri. If CRi is not located at the outmost ring, CRi is responsible for 

transferring data collected in outer ring area to the cluster head node in the Ri-1. The cluster 

angle of CRi is the angle between OP1 and OP2. Set the cluster angle is 2β, the area of cluster 

CRi is Si. In Ri, ni is the number of nodes, ρi is the node’s density and SRi  is the area of this 

region. The average expected distance from all nodes in the monitoring area to the network 

center O is E(di) and the average expected distance from these nodes to the cluster center C is 

E(li). To enable readers to more easily understand this paper, Table 1 summarizes the 

notations used in this paper. 

Table 1. Notation 

Symbol Definitions 

R  The radius of network 

N The number of sink nodes 

O The center of network 

Ri The ith ring from the network center out 

ni The number of nodes in the Ri 
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SRi The area of the Ri 

ρ The minimal node’s density required by network monitoring 

ρi The node’s density of the Ri 

CRi The cluster in the Ri 

r The cluster-radius 

Si The area of the cluster CRi 

φ The rate of data fusion 

E(di) 
The average distance expectancy from all nodes in the monitoring area to the network 

center O 

E(li) the average distance expectancy from all nodes in cluster CRi to the cluster center  

τ Node’s sensing distance 

Ei_in 
The energy consumption for cluster CRi to complete data processing within the 

cluster in one cluster period 

Ei_ex 
The energy consumption for cluster CRi to complete data processing between clusters 

in one cluster period 

Ei The total energy consumption of cluster CRi in one cluster period 

3.2 Energy Models 

This paper uses simple energy consumption model [21]. In the process of transmitting l bits 

message across distance d, the energy consumption of the sender is: 
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                     (1) 

Receiver’s energy consumption is: 

  _ ( )Rx Rx elec elecE l E l lE                                                     (2) 

Where elecE is the energy consumption to send or receive one bit data, 2

fsd  and 4

mpd  are 

respectively the energy required by power amplifier to send one bit data. The rate of data 

fusion is φ, and dfE  is the energy consumption for the fusion of one bit data: 

 F dfE l lE                                                               (3) 

4. Analysis on Nodes’ Energy Consumption 

This section sets that nodes in the same ring are distributed uniformly and node’s density in the 

network is ρ. In this situation, we carry out analysis on energy consumption from the angle of 

energy. The total energy consumption of cluster iCR  in one cluster period is the total of _i inE  

and 
_i exE . So, there are some theorems about energy consumption based on the network model 

above. 

Theorem 1. In iR , the monitoring range of cluster iCR  is  24 2 1r i  , and cluster iCR  is 

responsible for transmitting data received from the region whose area is 2 2 24 ( )r k i  . The 

area of the region which is responsible for transmitting data sent by cluster iCR  is 
24 (2 3)r i  . 

Proof. Nodes randomly distributed can be regarded as a Poisson point process [22]. Set the 

locations of all nodes within cluster iCR  are mutually independent random variables and they 

are uniformly distributed within the ring. The average distance expectancy from all nodes 
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within the cluster to network center is: 

  2 2 ( , )d di i i i i

A

E d x y x y x y                                              (4) 

Since a ring is formed by radius rotating around the center, consider the distribution of nodes 
on a random radius. Nodes are uniformly distributed within the cluster, and it can be obtained 

that the density of nodes is proportional to radius squared, so the probability density of nodes 

on a random radius is: 

2

2
( )

x
f x

RA
                                                              (5) 

Where RA is the radius of the ring. 

So the average distance expectancy of every node within the ring to the network center is: 
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(6) 

Nodes in the cluster take turn to be the cluster head so as to evenly share energy 

consumption, so the average distance expectancy of the cluster head of every cluster period to 

network center is 
2

2
3

r i
 

 
 

. 

id , the length of segment OC  , is  2 1r i r  , and the length of radius 1CP  is r , thus the 

length of 1OP  is 22r i i . Therefore, we can calculate the cluster angle of the cluster in iR  

 

2 2 22 2 2
cos arccos

2 1 2 1 2 1

r i i i i i i
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                        (7) 

The cluster angle of cluster iCR  is 2  and the area of 
iR  is 2 2 2

1 4 (2 1)i iR R r i     .so 

the area iS  of the fan-shaped region covered by iCR  is  2 22
4 (2 1) 4 2 1

2
r i r i


 


    . 

Cluster iCR  is responsible for transmitting data collected from regions whose angle is 2  

in rings out of the iR , the area of the region is  2 2 2 2 22
4 ( )

2
k iR R r k i


  


   . The region 

whose angle is 2  in cluster iCR ’ neighboring inner ring 1iR   is responsible for receiving 

and transmitting data sent by cluster head of iCR . The area of this region is 

 2 2 2

1 2

2
4 (2 3)

2
i iR R r i


  


    . 

Theorem  2. The energy consumption _i inE for cluster iCR  to complete inner-cluster data 

processing in one cluster period is equation 14. 

Proof. In one cluster period, energy consumed for completing inner-cluster data processing 

includes the energy consumption nodeE   for nodes within the cluster to send collected data to 

the cluster head, the energy consumption reE  for the cluster head to receive data sent by 

inner-cluster nodes and the energy consumption fE  for the cluster head to complete data 

fusion. So: 

_i in node re fE E E E                                                       (8) 

Set every node sends l bits data to the cluster head in one cluster period and the node’s 
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density in 
iCR  is ρ. Then the total number of nodes in the cluster is: 

 24 2 1i in S r i                                                    (9) 

The average expectancy of the angle formed by nodes in 
iCR  and the cluster center is 

2


, so 

the average distance expectancy from nodes to the cluster center is: 

         
2

2 2 2 2
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        (10) 

According to equation 2, the energy consumption for inter-cluster nodes to send collected 

data to the cluster head in a cluster period is: 
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(11) 

The energy consumption 
reE  for the cluster head to receive data sent by inter-cluster nodes 

is: 

 24 2 1re i elec elecE n lE r i lE                                           (12) 

After the cluster head has received these data, which is responsible for the data fusion. The 

energy consumption for the cluster head to complete data fusion is: 

 24 2 1f i df dfE n lE r i lE                                            (13) 

Bring equation 11, 12, 13 into equation 8, then: 
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   (14) 

Theorem 3. The energy consumption _i exE  for cluster iCR  to complete inter-cluster data 

processing in one cluster period is equation 20. 

Proof. The energy consumption for clusters in the outmost ring kR  to complete inter-cluster data 

processing only includes the energy consumption clE  for the cluster head to send data to the cluster 

head in the 1kR  . While for the clusters in the other rings, the energy consumption should also 

include the energy consumption _o reE  taken to receive data sent from the outer regions. So: 

_

_

,

,

cl o re

i ex

cl

E E i k
E

E i k

  
 



                                                  (15) 

According to Theorem 1, if iCR  is not in the outmost ring kR , iCR  should also be responsible 

for receiving data sent from the regions whose areas are 2 2 24 ( )r k i  . So the total energy 

consumption for the cluster head to receive data from these regions is: 
2 2 2

_ 4 ( )o re elecE r k i l E                                                   (16) 
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The total number of data 
_total il the cluster head node in 

iCR  needs to send to the inner region is:  
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                 (17)  

The energy consumption for the cluster head to send data to the neighboring inner cluster head or 

the sink is also related to the average sending distance expectancy  sendE d . The sending distance 

of the cluster head in the non-inner rings is the distance from it to the nearest cluster head in 

neighboring inner rings, when   2sendE d r ; The sending distance of the cluster head in the 

innermost rings is the distance from it to the sink, when  
4

3
sendE d r . 

So, we can calculate the energy consumption 
_cl iE  for the cluster head of 

iCR  to send all 

received data: 
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(18) 

Bring equation 16 and 18 into 15, we can obtain the energy consumption _i exE  for cluster iCR  

to complete inter-cluster data processing in one cluster period: 
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5. Density Control Mechanism Under The Condition of Nodes’ 
Non-uniform Distribution 

5.1 Nodes’ Nonuniform Deployment Strategy  

Ideally, the network can obtain optimal energy efficiency if the nodes in every ring can use up 

their energy at the same time. 

Theorem 4. In order to achieve the goal that the energy in every ring can be used up at the 

same time, it is needed to deploy different initial total energy to every different ring, that is to 
say, the number of initial nodes in different rings is not equal. 

Proof. To avoid energy hole, it is necessary to use up all nodes’ energy at the same time. All 

the nodes in the network are homogeneous and have equal initial energy, so those regions with 
higher energy consumption should have more initial energy. According to Theorem 2,3, 

clusters in inner rings have higher energy consumption in one cluster period, so inner rings 

should have higher initial total energy. To equalize the cluster periods of nodes’ survival in 
every ring, it should satisfy:  

1 2

1 2

k

R R Rk

nn n

E E E

 
                                                        (20) 

Where 
RiE  is the total energy consumption of 

iR  in one cluster period, i Ri

Ri

i

E S
E

S


 . 

That is, for any two neighboring rings, if the following equation is satisfied, these two rings 

have optimal energy efficiency. 

1 1

,1i Li

i Li

n E
i k

n E 

                                                        (21) 

According to Theorem 4, to avoid energy hole, the initial number of nodes and node’s 

density in every ring is different. ρ is the lowest node’s density which can satisfy network 
monitoring. Mao et al. [23] discusses the calculation of the lowest node’s density which can 

satisfy coverage. Nodes’ coverage is shown by Fig. 2. Node A’s 6 neighbors form a hexagon. 

The distance between any two nodes is  3    where  is the node sensing radius and   

is any decimal( 1 ). If the distance between any two nodes is more than 3 , a blind spot 

results. The coverage area of node A is 
23 3

2


, and  the lowest node’s density is 

2

2

3 3



 . 

 

 

A

 

Fig. 2. ‘A’Largest possible occupation 

According to equation 21, the following can be obtained: 
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5.2 Density Control Mechanism 

Obviously, except the outermost ring, the node’s density of every ring is more than that 
needed by network monitoring. If all nodes in the network are made working, it is inevitable 

that some regions will be monitored repeatedly, so the waste of energy is caused and this will 

affect the network lifetime. At the same time, the repeated coverage of the monitored region 
will cause considerable redundant message. One solution lies in density control mechanism: 

making some nodes in working state and others in hibernating state and they take turn to work. 

This ensures information collection in monitored regions and prolongs network lifetime. 

When network coverage is ensured to the greatest extent, active nodes are generated by 
election. Those that fail are put into hibernation state to save energy. 

First, relative definitions in this section are given as follows: 

Definition 1. Node coverage area (NCA): for any sensor node i in the 
iR , its coverage region 

is 
icover , and the area of the coverage region is ( )iArea cover . Set node sensing radius is  . 

For node i, its coverage area is 2( )iArea cover  . 

Definition 2. Node repeated coverage area (NRCA): for any sensor node i in the same ring, 

( )Niegh i  is the collection of i’ s neighboring nodes which share the same coverage area with i. 

The repeated coverage area of i is the union of intersections of node i and its neighboring 

node’s coverage area, expressed by ( )Area i .  

Definition 3. node valid coverage area (NVCA): NVCA is NCA subtract NRCA. 
Definition 4. Node valid coverage rate (NVCR): for any sensor node i in the network, the 

valid coverage rate  C i is the ratio of NVCA and NCA,  
( ) ( )

( )

i

i

Area cover Area i
C i

Area cover


 . 

Definition 5. Node active probability (NAP): to ensure uniform energy consumption within 

the cluster, it’s necessary to make all nodes take turn to become active nodes under the 

condition that the monitored regions are validly covered. Thus, nodes with higher NVCR and 
more residual energy are given higher probability to become active nodes: 

    _cur i
PA i C i




  , where  PA i  is the NAP of node i, _cur i  is the current energy of  i and 

  is node initial energy. 

Nodes can perceive their mutual distance according to attenuation of signal strength in 

the process of transmission. For instance, node i broadcasts messages, including its message 

sending period it , message length il  and its energy _cur i , to other nodes by energy tran

iE . At 

the same time when node j receives messages, it also detects the strength of the received 

signals strength ,

rec

j iE . The relationship between transmission energy and reception energy is as 

follows [20]: 

,

,

rec tran

j i i

i j

K
E E

d
                                                           (23) 

Where K is a constant, ,i jd  is the relative distance between node i and node j. α is 

distance-energy gradient, and its value varies from 1 to 6 according to the physical 
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environment in which the sensor networks operate. Thus, the distance between i and j is: 

,

,

tran

i

i j rec

j i

K E
d

E



                                                          (24) 

According to the detected distance ,i jd  between node i and j, equation 25 can be obtained by 

Pythagoras Theorem: 
2 2

, , 2

2 2

i j i jl d


   
    

   
                                                   (25) 

So, we can calculate the length of the connection 
,i jl of the intersection of two circles: 

2

,2

, 2
2

i j

i j

d
l 

 
   

 
                                                     (26) 

Furthermore, we can calculate the central angle θ corresponding to the intersection of the 

two circles:  

,
2arcsin

2

i jl




 
  

 
                                                       (27) 

The half of the area of the intersection of node i and node j’s coverage region is: the area of 

the fan-shaped region formed by the intersecting of two circles subtracts the area of the 
triangle formed by the circle center and the two intersecting points of the two circles. 

2 2( ) sini jArea cover cover                                           (28) 

 

θ
i j

lij

dij
τ

 

Fig. 3. Sample of the calculation of the area of incremental zone 

When the intersection of node i and its neighbor j’s coverage regions intersects other 

neighboring coverage areas, set this neighbor is nneigh . The shared part is a region formed by 

intersecting of a number of arcs, which can be regarded as the total of the areas of the arches of 
each sub-arc and the area of the inner convex polygon. For instance, the coverage area of node 

i intersects two circles at the same time, ( )Area i  is: 

 ( ) ( ) ( )
n ni j i neigh i j neighArea i Area cover cover Area cover cover Area cover cover cover   (29) 

When the union of the intersection of multiple circles is a continuous area, we can calculate 

nodes’ NRCA step by step according to equation 29. 

Thus, in the initialization phase, any node i can obtain the node active probability by one 
broadcast and then sends the NAP to the sink: 

    _ _( ) ( )

( )

cur i cur ii

i

Area cover Area i
PA i C i

Area cover

 

 


                        (30) 

For iR (1 i k  ), the number of nodes which need to hibernate in the initialization phase is 

the total number of nodes in the ring subtracts the minimal number of nodes satisfying the 
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requirement of network monitoring. 

( )Ri i insleep S                                                     (31) 

For nodes in the networks are homogeneous, the sink sends hibernation order to 
Rinsleep  

nodes with lower NAP in 
iR (1 i k  ) in the initialization phase. When these nodes receive 

the order, they begin hibernating and the other nodes start working.  
To balance the energy consumption of all nodes, nodes in the network need to shift states 

and take turn to work according to NAP at the end of each cluster period. For 
iR (1 i k  ), the 

number of nodes which need to shift states is determined by the total number of nodes and the  

number of hibernating nodes in this ring. 

   1

Ri

i Ri

nsleep

n nsleep

Ri i Rinalter n nsleep e



  
     

    

                              (32) 

At the end of each cluster period, sink give work order to Rinalter nodes among the 

hibernating nodes with the highest active probability. In the meantime, sink gives hibernation 

order to  Rinalter  nodes with the lowest active probability, and these nodes shift to the 

hibernating state. 

5.3 Cluster Selection Strategy 

Cluster head nodes are responsible for inner-cluster data collection and fusion and also data 

transmission of the relative area in the outer rings, so the energy consumption of cluster head 
nodes is much higher than the other nodes. In order to balance load, active nodes in the cluster 

take turn to become the cluster head node so as to share energy consumption. Here define the 

probability _CH iP  for any active node i in the iR  to become the cluster head node as: 

_

1

1_

_

1
1 CH iDcur i

CH i

i

P e
n



 




 
    
 
 

                                       (33) 

Where _CH iD  is the times for node i to become the cluster head node in the past. 

In the clustering phase of a cluster period, nodes with the highest _CH iP  become the cluster 

head. 

6. Simulation 

To evaluate performance of the algorithm proposed in this paper, we have made a simulation 

experiment on it with the help of MATLAB simulation software. The parameters of the 
simulation are shown as Table 2. Through simulation, this paper observes how the value of the 

optimal cluster-radius and the density control mechanism affect the network performance in 

different network environment. Furthermore, the experiment compares NNDC, DIRECT, 

LEACH and EADC in the following 3 indexes:① the energy consumption of the rings in the 
network;② when the first dead node appears, what the nodes’ residual energy rate in each ring 

would be like;③ network lifetime period. 

Table 2. Network Parameters 

Parameter Value 
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Network radius R  (m) 720 

Sensing radius   (m) 15 

Threshold distance d0(m) 87 

Initial energy (J ) 0.5 

φ 0.5 

Eelec 5 nJ/bit 

εfs 10pJ/bit/m2 

εmp 0.0013pJ/bit/m4 

6.1 The Analysis on the Value of the Optimal Cluster-Radius 

Definition 6. Optimal cluster-radius(OCR): according to the network model proposed by 

this paper, the height of each ring of the network is twice cluster-radius r, so the value of r is 
directly relevant to the number of the rings. The fact that there is an extreme point for r results 

that nodes finishing one data collection has the lowest average energy consumption, which 

means this value of r  meets the requirement of maximal network lifetime, so the value of r is 

OCR . 
Fig. 4 gives the average energy consumption for processing inter-cluster and inner-cluster 

data and the average total energy consumed by active nodes in the process for the active nodes 

to finish one data collection in a default network environment, when cluster radius are 
different.  
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Fig. 4. Active nodes’ average energy consumption under different r  

From Fig. 4, it can be seen that under different r, the average energy consumed by active nodes 

is different. With r increasing, there are more active nodes in the cluster and the amount of data 
transmitted is larger, so the energy consumption taken by the sensor nodes to process 

inner-cluster data increases gradually. The energy consumption taken for inter-cluster data 

processing and the total energy consumption are two concave curves on the two sides. When r 
lengthens from 10m, nodes’ average total energy consumption decreases. The reason is that 

when r is very short, the network will be divided into more rings. At this moment, the amount 

of data transmitted between clusters is maximal and hence, the energy consumption taken for 
inter-cluster data processing is relatively large. According to Fig. 4, when r is 40m, active 

nodes’ average total energy consumption is minimal. With r increasing, the distance between 

cluster heads become longer, so the energy consumption taken for inter-cluster data processing 
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begins increasing. The increase is more obvious especially when the distance to transmit data 

between nodes is more than 
0d . 

Fig. 5 gives active nodes’ average energy consumption under different r in a default network 

environment when φ is changed. Fig. 5 shows the lower φ is, the smaller the amount of data 

sent by cluster head would be, so nodes have even lower average energy consumption. 

According to Fig. 5, the change of φ does not affect the value of OCR. Under different φ, 
active nodes’ average energy consumption is minimal when r is 40m. 

Fig. 6 gives active nodes’ average energy consumption in a default network environment 

when   and the r are changed.  

From Fig. 6, under different  , there is little difference in active nodes’ average energy 

consumption. When the value of   is different, OCR is always 40m. Therefore, it can be 

obtained that the change of   not only has no effect on the value of OCR, but also little effect 

on network performance. 
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Fig. 5. Active nodes’ average energy 

consumption under different r and φ                    

Fig. 6. Active nodes’ average energy 

consumption under different r and   

Sum up the experiment results from Fig.4, Fig. 5 and Fig. 6, and we can obtain that when R  is 

720m, the value of OCR is 40m, when the network is divided into 9 rings. 
Further the observation on the value of OCR under different network size. Fig. 7. Gives the 

value of OCR when R  respectively is 400m, 450m, 500m,550m, 600m,650m,700m, 750m 

and 800m. Fig. 7 Shows that under different R , the value of the OCR changes little, varying 
from 40m to 46m. 
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Fig. 7. The value of the OCR under different R     Fig. 8. Active nodes’ average energy consumption 

Fig. 8 Gives the energy consumption taken by nodes in every ring when r is 40m in a default 
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network environment. From Fig. 8, nodes in the innermost ring are responsible for 

transmitting data collected from nodes in the other ring to the sink, so nodes’ average energy 
consumption in this ring is far larger than those in the other rings. With the distance from the 

sink increasing, nodes’ average energy consumption in every ring gradually decreases. Nodes 

in the outermost ring are not responsible for transmitting other data, so they have the lowest 

average energy consumption. According to the experiment result of Fig. 8 and equation 23, the 
node’s density in every ring can be obtained when r is 40m in a default network environment. 

Fig. 9 shows that the more inner rings have higher node’s density. 

Fig. 10 gives the distribution of the number of nodes in every ring when r is 40m in a default 
network environment. It is shown that the nodes in the outermost ring have minimal energy 

consumption, so the number of nodes in this ring is the lowest. With the increase of node’s 

density, the number of nodes increases gradually from 
9R  to 4R . But nodes in 

2R  and 
3R  are 

less than those in 
4R  because the areas of the more inner rings are smaller. And the decease of 

the area of 
1R  is obvious, so nodes in 

1R  are only more than those in 
9R . 
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Fig. 9. The node’s density in every ring.             Fig. 10. The number of nodes in every ring. 

6.2 Impact of Density Control Mechanism on the Network Performance 

Definition 7. Network energy efficiency(NEE): NEE is defined as the ratio of network 
lifetime and the total energy deployed in the network. 

According to the experiment result from Fig. 10, nodes shift between active and hibernating 

states under density control mechanism. There are 9196 sensor nodes deployed in the network, 

but if they are distributed uniformly in the whole network, 2785 nodes need to be deployed. 
The experiment result shown by Fig.11 has compared the death time of the first node 

respectively under density control mechanism and uniform nodes distribution in a default 

network environment when the radius is 40m. 
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Fig. 11. The death time of the first node respectively under density control mechanism and uniform 
nodes distribution 
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When density control mechanism is adopted, 9196 nodes are deployed and the total energy of 

the network is 4598J. The death time of the first node is at the 2056
th
 round, when the NEE is 

0.4472; when nodes are distributed uniformly, 2785 nodes are distributed and the total energy 

of the network is 1392.5J. The death time of the first node is at the 89
th
 round, when the NEE is 

0.0639. Although the number of nodes under density control mechanism is 3.31 times more 

than that under uniform nodes distribution, network lifetime improves by 22.1 times and NEE 
improves by 599.77%. 

Furthermore, we change the network size and observe the improvement of NEE brought 

about by the adoption of density control mechanism when R  is 400m-800m. 
Fig. 12 shows the improvement of NEE brought by the adoption of density control 

mechanism compared with uniform nodes distribution when R  increases from 400m to 800m. 

It can be seen that in networks of different sizes, the adoption of density control can effectively 
improve the load balance of node energy and in the network of a bigger size, the improvement 

of network performance is more obvious. The reason, according to Fig. 7, is that the OCR are 

between 40m-46m under different network sizes and when the network radius lengthens, the 
network is divided into more rings, and thus, there is more difference in node’s density 

between inner rings and outer rings. Hibernation algorithm can make more redundant nodes 

turning into hibernating state so as to save energy. 
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Fig. 12. Improvement of NEE under different R    Fig. 13. Improvement of network energy efficiency  
under different φ 

Further observe the improvement of network performance brought by node’s density control 

mechanism when φ is changed. Fig. 13 gives the improvement of NEE in a default network 

environment when r is 40m and φ is changed from 0.2 to 1.0. 
From Fig. 13 no matter φ is high or low, the adoption of density control mechanism can all bring 

about the improvement of NEE, compared with uniform nodes distribution. Furthermore, with φ 
increasing, the adoption of density control mechanism can bring about higher improvement. The 

reason is that when φ is relatively low, compression ratio of data message is higher and the amount 

of data transmitted in the network is less after data messages collected by clusters are fused by 

cluster heads, while when φ is relatively high, compression ratio of data message is lower and the 

amount of data transmitted and energy consumed by nodes is more. Therefore, there is more 

improvement in NEE produced by the adoption of density control mechanism. 

6.3 Comparison on Network Performance with Other Algorithms 

Through simulation, we have compared NNDC, EADC, DIRECT and LEACH on such 

performances as energy consumption, nodes’ residual energy rate when the first node dies and 
network lifetime. 
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Based on the network environment provided by this paper, DIRECT and LEACH are 

respectively defined as: 

DIRECT：nodes in the network are uniformly distributed. When nodes in every ring have 

finished data collection, they directly send data to the sensor nodes in the neighboring inner 

ring and the inner rings are responsible for forwarding the data to more inner ones. 

LEACH：nodes in the network are uniformly distributed. The nodes in the same cluster send 

their data to the cluster head and the cluster head transmit data to the sink directly after data 
fusion. And it is known as single hop clustering network. 

Fig. 14 gives the average energy consumption taken for one data collection for nodes in 

every ring in a default network environment. According to Fig.14, NNDC deploys more nodes in 

those regions with more energy consumptions and makes nodes take turn to work, so the energy 

consumptions in every ring is lowest. For EADC, nodes’ energy consumption is relatively even, 

but nodes’ average energy consumption is more than NNDC for the lack of density control. For 

DIRECT, nodes energy consumption is very low in the areas far from the network center. But with 

the distance of nodes to the network center shortening, energy consumption gets increasingly 

higher, because of the growing amount of data needed to be transmitted; while for LEACH, the 

energy consumption for nodes in the two rings nearest to the network center is considerably low, 

but when the cluster head nodes’ sending distance is longer than 
0d , energy consumption taken by 

nodes in every ring increase radically. 
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Fig. 14. Energy consumption in different ring           Fig. 15. Average residual energy rate in every ring 

 of the network 

Fig. 15 gives the rate of nodes’ average residual energy in every ring in a default network 

environment. It is shown that NNDC can best ensure balanced energy consumption in every 
ring. When the first node dies, nodes in every ring all have relatively low average residual 

energy rate, so the network can make good use of nodes’ energy. Because EADC constructs 

clusters of even sizes using competition range in order to balance the energy consumption 
among cluster members, so EADC can also better balance energy consumption. For DIRECT, 

the energy of nodes that are far away from the sink cannot be well used. When the first node in 

the network dies, nodes residual energy rate in the outermost rings is all over 90%, and there is 
an energy hole near the sink. While for LEACH, the energy of nodes that are nearer to the sink 

cannot be well used. When the first node dies, nodes residual energy rate in the innermost rings 

is all over 90% and there is an energy hole far away from the sink. The experiment result in this 

section is consistent with the result in ref. [5].  

Fig.16 gives the comparison of network energy efficiency of DIRECT, LEACH, EADC and 

NNDC in a default network environment. In a default network environment, DIRECT, 

LEACH and EADC need to deploy 2785 nodes to satisfy the requirement of network minimal 
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coverage, while NNDC need to deploy 9196 nodes. It is shown from Fig.16 that  DIRECT and 

LEACH have very low NEE; Because EADC can balance the energy consumption among 
cluster heads by adjusting the intra-cluster and inter-cluster energy consumption of cluster 

heads, so the network lifetime is 439
th
 round and NEE is 0.315, which is an obvious 

improvement compared with DIRECT and LEACH. NNDC has the maximal NEE which is 

0.4472. 

Fig. 17 gives the comparison of network lifetime of DIRECT, LEACH, EADC and NNDC under 

different network radius. DIRECT, LEACH and EADC have deployed a number of nodes which 

can satisfy the requirement of network coverage, while NNDC has deployed a number of nodes 

which can satisfy the requirement of both network coverage and density control. It is shown in 

Fig.17 that under different R , NNDC can achieve stable and better network lifetime, while 
DIRECT and LEACH both have very short network lifetime, EADC’s performance is better 

than DIRECT and LEACH, but With R  increasing, network lifetime shortens to some degree. 
The performance of EADC is between DIRECT, LEACH and NNDC. 
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Fig. 16. Network energy efficiency                 Fig. 17. Network lifetime under different R  

7. Conclusion 

To more effectively avoid the phenomenon of energy hole, this paper proposes a nonuniform 
node distribution clustering algorithm (NNDC). Firstly, we have an analysis on nodes’ energy 

consumption in the network during one data collection. Then, based on the energy 

consumption of nodes in different places in the network, we deploy more initial energy to 

those regions where there is more energy consumption and furthermore we introduce density 
control mechanism, under which redundant nodes take turn to hibernate to save energy under 

the condition that the valid coverage of the network is guaranteed. Simulation shows NNDC 

algorithm can satisfyingly balance nodes’ energy consumption and effectively avoid the 
problem of energy hole. 
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